
Featuring Club Automation Data

These screenshots are of real club data for a multi-location full-service family club 
offering fitness, golf, tennis, aquatics, dining, massage, special events, and more. 

Currently the sole data source for their analytics is Club Automation.

Identifying details have been blurred out to protect the privacy of this client.



Admins can define and 
manage groupings for 
Profit Centers, 
Membership Types, 
Events, and Service Items



Same Admin UI for 
defining Membership 
Type groups and self-
management of 
groupings



Same Admin UI for 
defining Event Type groups 
and self-management of 
groupings









Same dashboard as 
previous one, set to view 
by Age Group with bars 
segmented by Gender. 
Data can be explored in a 
multitude of ways with 
View By and Segment 
combinations on many 
dashboards.

Note the age groupings are 
more narrow than shown 
on our Demo site. They 
can be defined in any way 
to accommodate age-
specific programming.



SmartSights automated trend and anomaly detection automatically monitors any type of profit center.



Member segmentation 
is by user-defined 
Membership Type and 
Age groups





Flexible metric options to 
view KPIs in the way that 
makes sense for your 
business.



Attrition Risk predictive 
model will evaluate any 
member demographic and 
behavioral data points your 
MMS collects to identify 
any variable combinations 
that are predictive of a 
member canceling within 
the next 3 months.

The model therefore is not 
tied to a fixed generic set 
of variables, but is tuned to 
each club's unique service 
offerings and usage 
patterns.



Recently a client asked for 
Revenue per Visit analytics. 
We didn't have it so we 
built it for everyone.

Other clients who hadn't 
previously used this metric 
adopted it for targeted 
marketing of in-club 
services like F&B, recovery, 
etc.



How detailed can you get? 
You could view class 
attendance count, rate, and 
utilization for extremely 
specific member segments. 
Here we're just looking at 
when our highest 
spending, most active 
members attend the most 
classes.



Who are those high-
value, highly-engaged 
members attending classes 
on Tuesday at 5am? 

This is drilldown view when 
you click on a time slot.
We've already found 2 
potentially actionable 
insights that could improve 
member experience for a 
segment of high-value 
members.



Can we go beyond member 
data? How about which 
trainers have the highest 
cancelation rates, or the 
most repeat session per 
member, or are associated 
with members with higher 
durations?



Questions? Comments? Let's keep the conversation going!

Doug Young

doug.young@easalytics.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dougyoung1/

mailto:doug.young@easalytics.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dougyoung1/
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